
A simple guide Narratives are everywhere…

How can you interpret the important
narratives for you, and where do you find them?

We call these…

And how do you construct your own strategic
narratives in the most effective way? 

We call these…



FLiNT – Futures Literacy through Narrative
Who Are We?



Narrative is a loose term and is used to describe a wide range of phenomena broadly related to 

the idea of story and communications. 

Theorists simply define narrative as “somebody telling somebody else on some occasion and 
for some purposes that something happened” (Phelan, 1996). This definition places emphasis on 
narrative as an action that seeks to accomplish some purpose

TAPO
This definition focuses on the tellers (who are they; what’s their authority, their motivations, etc); the audiences
(who are they; why do they care or need to hear this story, etc); the purpose (what’s the intended audience 
reaction and action, etc); and the occasions (what’s the context; why is this story good or bad for this time and 
place, etc) – TAPO. 

These narrative elements matter more than the story content. Most narratives look to the past, telling about 
something that has already happened, but these narratives can give signals (weak or strong) about the future and 
what may be about to happen. If an intention is to accomplish some future purpose or action then any narrative can 
also have a future focus. 

The ability to use narrative to identify these signals (‘narratives in’) and to think about and plan for the future 
(‘narratives out’) is a core component of what is known as Futures Literacy.



1.

An anticipatory narrative system is constantly scanning
for dominant, weak or emerging narratives across all of
these sources…

Archetypal narratives 
always frame current affairs

1. ‘Overcoming the monster’
2. Tragedy
3. Quest
4. Revenge
5. Rebirth & Transformation



What to do with your ‘narratives in’?

1. 

Take the text apart to reveal its ambiguities 
or contradictions. This way, you will better 
understand the relationship between text, 
narrative and meaning

You do this by examining the following elements:

Cultural, geopolitical, 
social…

Publication 
type…

What’s being 
meant but not said?

…of author, group
or source

Dead-cat narrative? 
or emerging? Dominant?
Weak? Keep scanning…



The strategic narrative (‘narrative out’) is a story that an organization 
tells about its purpose, intent and will to make change. This 
might involve the generation of a memorable tagline such as Nike’s 
‘Just do it’ and IBM’s ‘Building a smarter planet’, and/or generating 
in the case of Starbuck’s a positional ‘third space’ between the office 
and home. 

Understanding the shape of Stories IN can help the strategic shaping 
of Stories OUT. For maximum impact and influence (including upon 
future action) Stories OUT will align with the dominant characters, 
language, tropes, trends and plot types of Stories IN. 



The building blocks of your narrative…

Choose the
right…

For your… 

Are you alienating your 
audience with jargon? Are 
you reinforcing unhelpful 
narratives inadvertently?

Can you draw on images or 
metaphors that 
will make your narrative
more meaningful?



Can you introduce…

Characters will 
also help you
activate…

And… 

Ask yourself what your 
expectations are for your narrative
and in order not to disappoint these:

Get the timing right for your narrative
comms or you risk negative response

In your 
audience

Stress-test your narrative with feedback
from critical friends



Understanding the shape of Stories IN can help the strategic shaping 
of Stories OUT. For maximum impact and influence (including upon 
future action) Stories OUT will align with the dominant characters, 
language, tropes, trends and plot types of Stories IN. 
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